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Summary

This paper describes the performance of the V-Cone meters used
for Embla test separator gas measurement, starting May 1993.
The advantages and disadvantages for use of this technology on
the partially processed gas at an offshore platform is discussed.

It has been shown in tests that the V-Cone meter functions well with
wet gas conditions. The long term repeatability of the meter is
documented. Also the low influence from upstream disturbance is
confirmed. It is shown that calibration curvefit to ISO5167-1 based
equations, can give dry gas accuracy inside the fiscal requirements
for gas at Reynoldsnumber above 1 million. The experience from
Embla shows that the V-Cone meter tolerates rough operation : The
V-Cone meter dimensions certified at six month intervals identifies
no changes to the meter. Also the flow calibrations carried out at
the same time intervals presents no significant changes ; the
results match close to the accuracy of the equipment used in the
flow calibrations.
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1 Introduction

of the Embla platform was a challenge in selection
with low maintenance requirements for the test

The remote operation
  of reliable equipment 

 

separator measurement used in fiscal allocations. The gas measurement
criterias  ; no moving parts and high tolerence to particles and condensate,
is not complied with by any of the well proven measurement equipment.

Our thorough evaluation of the V-Cone meter design for this application
showed no apparent weakness, apart from possible vortex noise introduced
bv the V-Cone holder. The design with the central cone allows for the liquid
to continue along the wall, and liquid buildup can therefore be avoided.
The thin film of condensates at the wall will not introduce upsets to the flow
pattern. Also the contineously increasing velocity up to the minimum area
by the edge of the V-Cone, produces a uniform flow profile at higher flow-
rates; thus the requirement for upstream straight lenghts is reduced or
eliminated. In a gas experiment by McCrometer,  it is documented on video
that the profile is smoothend out before the edge of the V-Cone, and that
the swirl appears to be removed . In any case, the vortex noise would
be seen as stochastic and eliminated thru square rooth averaging of the
differential pressure.

Previous tests by Phillips Petroleum in New Mexico over months of
operation showed repeatable long term results. We were therefore satisfied
that the V-Cone meter would fulfill the requirements on Embla. On this
background, it was decided to qualify the V-Cone meter for the Embla 
gas measurement.

The V-Cone meter functional performance was verified at the Rogaland
Research wet gas test loop facilities , where both installation tolerence and
tolerence to liquid in the gas were tested in the spring of 1992.

Calibration of the V-Cone meters before offshore installation at Embla and
every six months for the first year, was agreed with the NPD. Initial testing
with high differential pressures were carried our at K-Lab in the first pan
of 1993. Certification of the coefficient of discharge was carried out at NMI,
Bergum before startup of Embla in the summer of 1993. and recertification
was carried out by NMI in the end of 1993 and again in the summer of 1994.
Dimensional certtjication procedure was developed bv Con-Tech and the
V-Cone meter certification was peformed each rime before the flow calibra-
tion centfication of the coefficient of discharge.
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2 Phillips Petroleum New Mexico comparison with orifice  

Early gas measurement comparison tests where the V-Cone meter was put in
series with an Orifice meter, was carried out in 1991 by Phillips Petroleum
New Mexico. The monthly mass comparison from May to July repeated
within + / -  0.01 % and the daily comparison was mainly within + /- 0. I % ,
However, a consistent bias of approximate +  0.75. % , made it clear that
traceable calibration close to operating conditions would be required for
accurate measurement.
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FIGURE 1 COMPARISON OF V-CONE WITH ORIFICE 1991

3 V-Cone meter functional performance verification at RF

The functional performance test at Rogaland Research was carried out to
quantify the V-Cone meter tolerence to free Liquid in gas, , and also to check
the tolerence to upstream disturbance and eccentric profile.  In the closed
loop wet gas testing facilities, a V-Cone meter was tested in series with an
Orifice meter. It should also be noted that the vortex noise imposed on the
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FIGURE 2 THE WET GAS TEST LOOP WITH V-CONE

differential pressure can be removed. This was confirmed by the consistency
whereever averaging over more than 30 readings was performed . Possible
vortex effect can therefore be removed over shon time.

Before the f i r s t  functional performance test , a dry nitrogen reference ratio
between the V-Cone meter and the Orifice meter differential pressure at
three flowrates was established at Rogaland Research ; using long straight
upstream Lengths upstream of the V-Cone meter ( Position 1 ).

With the V-Cone meter remaining in the same position, high amounts of
water was injected, only to show that the smoother flow profile effect that
liquid causes on the Orifice meter , is not similarly imposed on the V-Cone
meter. The relative reduction in differential pressure for the Orifice meter
was 3.5 % at the end of the water injection.

The second functional performance test at Rogaiand Research checked for
the uneven profile  and swirl effects , with the V-Cone meter installed
immediately downstream of a U-bend ( Position 2 ). The block valve between
the U-bend and the V-Cone meter was used for further flow disturbance .

With full open valve, the average offset from the ratio at highest flowrate in
dry gas, was below 0.2 % for all three flowrates. No significant effect was
registered up to 25 degrees valve choking. Approximate I % effect was seen
at 30 degrees choked block valve. With the block valve close to the V-Cone
meter, the pressure drop across the block valve is regaining when the gas
reached the V-Cone edge. Significant pressure loss must be avoided 10 dia-
meters upstream of the V-Cone meter. Uneven profile and swirl effect was not
detected, in Line with the findings presented by McCrometer at the I992 NSFMW .
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High accuracy calibration and research data is only available in a limited
&ratio range from 0.65 to 0.75 , and in a limited size range. For&ratio
required outside this range, the V-Cone meter performance should be
reaffirmed. Obviously, with millimeter distance between V-Cone and pipe-
wall, the V-Cone meter  tolerence  to wet gas effects will be low.

9 Conclusions

V-Cone meters selected with proper distance between V-Cone and pipewall
and with V-Cone large enough to suppress the bluff body effects  from the
V-Cone holder, for a verified Reynoldsnumber range, and inside a verified

&ratio range, the V-Cone meter can be bener than Orifice meter for gas
service, providing that the flow coefficient is determined thru third party
calibration with gas. In particular the V-Cone meter will be superior in wet
gas service and in service with high kickoff flowrates.
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